
Ribs, Chucks and some Thin Meats were on the rise as last 
week ended but the momentum has since steadied. Strips and 
Inside Round are trading at slightly discounted levels. Grinds are 
holding about steady this week.
• Loins - Slightly Lower
• Rounds - Steady to Lower 
• Chucks - Steady 
• Ribs - Steady
• Grinds - Steady 

 
ROUNDS
Prices remained about steady to slightly lower on all round meats 
to end last week. Expect prices to continue to remain about 
steady into next week.
Insides- Prices remained steady to slightly lower to end last 
week. This week prices have remained steady due to increasing 
supplies and slower demand.                                                                                                        
                                                      
Flats- Prices held about steady to slightly lower as the week 
ended. This week prices have remained about steady due to 
slower demand.                                                                                                              
                             
Eyes- Eyes prices remained steady to slightly lower to end last 
week due to short supplies.  Expect steady prices this week due 
to increasing supplies.                                                                                                                   
                                                          
Peeled Knuckles- Peeled Knuckles prices remained about 
steady to slightly lower to end last week as demand has slowed 
and supplies are increasing.                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                

                                                               

Weekly
Meat Market Update 



LOINS 
Prices remained about steady to slightly lower on all middle 
meats to end last week due to increasing supplies. Expect prices 
to remain steady this week. 
Strips- Strip prices remained steady to slightly lower last week 
due to increasing supplies. This week prices have held mostly 
steady as supplies are increasing and demand has slowed. 
 
Short loins- Markets were about steady to slightly lower on all 
grades of Short loins. Expect this trend to continue due to 
increasing supplies and slower demand.                          
               
Top Butts- Top Butt prices remained about steady to end last 
week. Expect steady to slightly higher prices into next week due 
to a slight increase in demand.                                                                                                     
                                                                          
Ball Tips- Prices were steady to end last week due to slower 
demand. Expect prices to remain about steady into next week. 
              
Tri Tips- Prices held about steady to end last week due to 
increasing supplies. Expect prices to remain steady once again 
due to increasing supplies and slower demand.

Tenderloins- Prices remained about steady to slightly lower to 
end last week. Prices will start to move slightly higher as 
processors gear up for Valentine’s Day.
                                                                                              
RIBS
Prices last week remained about steady on Choice and slightly 
higher on Select Ribeyes. This week prices have remained 
about steady to as well. Expect prices to remain about steady 
this week.
Ribeyes- Prices on Choice were about steady and Select 
Ribeyes moved slightly higher to end last week. Expect prices to 
remain steady this week or move higher in anticipation of 
Valentine’s Day.

BI Ribeye’s and 109 Ribs- Prices on all Bone-In Ribs remained 
about steady to end last week. Expect prices to remain about 
steady this week.

                                                                                           

                                                                                                          

            



                                                                                                                                                             

Chucks 
Prices remained about steady to end last week on all chuck 
meat due to limited supplies and increased demand.  All Thin 
Meats held about steady as well. 
Chuck Rolls- Chuck Rolls prices remained about steady to end 
last week. Expect prices to remain steady or inch slightly higher 
into next week due to increased demand at the retail level.
                                                      
Clods- Markets remained about steady last week due to slower 
demand. This week prices are holding about steady to slightly 
higher.

Chuck Tenders- Prices last week remained about steady. 
Expect prices to remain about steady as a result of increasing 
supplies and slower demand.                             

Teres Major- Prices remained about steady last week. This 
week prices have remained about steady due to slower demand. 

Thin Meats and Grinds 
Flanks- Flank prices remained about steady last week as 
demand has slowed and supplies are increasing. Expect steady 
prices next week due to slower demand.    

Flap Meat- Flap Meat prices remained steady to last week. This 
week prices have held about steady due to seasonally slower 
demand.                                                                     
                                                                      
Briskets- Brisket prices held mostly steady to slightly lower as 
supplies remain in check but demand has diminished. This week 
prices have remained about steady to slightly lower due to 
increasing inventories and slower demand.

Skirt Meat- All skirt prices remained steady to slightly lower last 
week as supplies are increasing. Expect prices to remain about 
steady to slightly lower due to increasing supplies and slower 
demand.                                                                                          

Special Trim, Blade Meat and Pectoral Meat- Prices remained 
about steady to last week due to increasing supplies and slower 
demand. This week prices are holding about steady once again.                      
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Grinds- Ground beef prices remained about steady to end last 
week as demand has slowed and supplies are increasing. 
Expect steady to possibly higher prices into next week due to 
first of the month retail ads.

Pork 
Hams are called mostly steady after having been discounted 
considerably in the early portion of last week. Bellies maintain a 
fully steady call but pushback from buyers at these elevated 
levels has been noted. The fresh pork complex remains quite 
unsettled, resulting in wide range prices across many Loin and 
Butt items. Ribs are anticipated to trade mostly steady.
• Hams – Steady
• Loins –  Steady 
• Butts –  Just Steady
• Ribs –  Steady to Slightly Lower
• Trim – Steady 

Loins- Bone-in Loin and Boneless Loins remained mostly 
steady due to increasing supplies and slower demand.

Butts- Butt prices were mostly steady to end last week as 
demand has slowed. Expect prices to remain about steady or 
may increase due to higher hog prices.

Ribs- Sparerib prices were steady to slightly lower last week on 
all sizes. This week prices have remained about steady once 
again due to increasing supplies.

Trim- Prices ended the week about steady on trim. This week 
prices are holding about steady but expect prices to move higher 
moving into next week as seasonal demand has increased.                                                       
               
Picnics- Market is steady on Boneless Picnics and steady on 
Cushion Meat.          

                                 


